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WHY TRUESCAN ?
TRUESCAN is the world's most advanced skin detection equipment 
together with shooting, analyzing, displaying 3 functions in 1. It adopts 
RGB, UV, PL 3 spectrums, combined with artificial intelligence and 
image analysis technology. With 10 years market test and over 30 
million clinical database analysis, TRUESCAN can in 20 seconds efficien-
tli identify 10 dermis and epidermis skin problems, such as: spots, 
pores, moisture, textures, wrinkles, pigmentation, and so on. According 
to the test results, TRUESCAN can auto-recommend products and 
treatment for customized skin management. It is an essential skin 
detection equipment for cosmetic company, beauty salon, skin clinicm 
training school, beauty center, beauty shop and spa, the market 
demand of it can be up to 100%

SPECIFICATIONS
Power: 20W
Voltage: 85-246 V/AC
NG/WG: 6.5 KG/9.0 KG
Equipment Size: 57*48*43 cm
Packing: Carton Boxes

DATA SPEAKS LOUDER THAN WORDS

180° turnover ultra-sensitive touch screen, 
makes multi-directional display availble.

1500W pixel HD lens, makes images more clear 
and accurate.

10-inch HD touch screen ensures display more 
clearly.

24 times the energy-saving HD shadowless LED 
ensures image without distortion.
*With comprehensive suggestion and custom-
ized solutions to be more flexible and change-
able.

30 million clinical database as reference, bases 
on large database analysis, combined with 
artificial intelligence and image analysis technol-
ogy, ensure analysis more accurate, with 
analysis speed ony 20 seconds ensures 
time-saving and high efficient.

No need to install software, system runs 
automatically once switch on, no need for 
software installation support.

Product relates to analysis report scientifically, 
ensureing auto-recommendation more reason-
able.

Comprehensive management systems of 
Advertisement, Client, Product and Analysis.

WiFi connection, Cloud sharing, Batch manage-
ment, Data sharing can be achieved.

UNIQUE ADVANTAGES
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